there’s no
wi-fi in paradise

Time alone might be the key to busting stress
and keeping your mind healthy. Shhh! This
is the new science of solitude. / By Clint Carter
The ADIRONDACK PARK IS THE LARGEST protected area in the lower 48.

It covers nearly 6 million acres and is home to deer, moose, bears, and otters.
I live in New York City, home to more than 8.4 million humans, and many of
them are in my face and on my phone and computer, all the time.
It seems the animals have an advantage here, surrounded as they are by
peace and quiet. I’ve wondered: Could I swap screen for green? Could you?
My relationship with solitude is complicated. I’ve always felt that a dose
of time alone would do me good, but the idea of disconnecting makes me
uneasy. That’s not unusual for men, given what University of Virginia scientists found when they strapped electrodes onto people and sent
them, one at a time, into a room about the size of a janitor’s closet.
(Coincidentally, that’s about the size of my New York apartment.)
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STOP STRESSING,
START LIVING

SOLITUDE IS LIKE
SUNLIGHT. A
LITTLE BIT IS GOOD
FOR EVERYBODY.”

YOU’RE HARDWIRED TO SEEK SOCIAL CONNEC-

tion. That’s especially true when you’re under
stress: Researchers in Germany found that after
being forced to speak in front of a crowd, men
are more likely to act friendly toward others,
presumably to create a wider network of stressrelieving friends and allies.
This impulse to connect has served us well
for most of human evolution, when being part
of a tribe offered us safety and more opportunities to reproduce. But today it’s leading
us toward self-destructive behaviors. With
Facebook, LinkedIn, and Tinder always at our
fingertips, we’re increasingly scrolling and
swiping through social data streams to fill the
gaps between stress-inducing meetings, email
surges, and morning commutes.
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DEEP IN THE ADIRONDACK PARK’S LESS TRAVELED WESTERN

side just off the Northville-Placid Trail, is my destination: a
lean-to that’s suitably far from everything. According to Remote
Footprints—a husband-wife-toddler nonprofit group devoted
to wildlife conservation—the open-air, 96-square-foot shelter
is just a hundred or so yards from the single most remote point
in New York State. To reach it, I hiked 13 miles from the parking
lot. For a couple of hours, I walked in one of the sudden downpours common in the mountains. I would have complained,
but if you bitch in the woods and nobody hears it, do you still
make a whiny sound? I trudged in silence.
I arrived at my campsite a few
hours before sundown. I cooked,
ate, and unrolled my sleeping bag.
I grew bored quickly. With no dig72
ital news feed to scroll through, I
located the lean-to’s logbook, which
Percentage of
was filled with musings of previous
men who use social
visitors. Flipping the pages, I found
sites like Facebook and LinkedIn
evidence of other solo hikers. One
night in August 1986 (I was 2 at the
time), a man reached the lean-to just
before a heavy downpour. As he sat
looking out at the whipping rain, he
33
wrote: “I thought it fortunate that my
human eyes, as a brief visitor, were
Percentage of
given the gift of sharing in the beauty
adults who
that goes on here every day. It clears
“unplug” at least
two hours a day
a man’s thoughts and wakes him up
concerning those things in life which
are really important—not money, success, stocks and bonds, but the relationships with people, inner peace,
89
[and] understanding...which make
everything else meaningful.”
Percentage who
Alone in my lean-to, with nobody
used the Web at
to mock my sentiments, I felt that my
their most recent
social event
journey had suddenly taken on pro-
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The scientists told them they’d be in there alone for 15 minutes.
If you get bored, they added, you’re welcome to zap yourself.
Prior to the experiment, all the participants had already been
shocked once. The women received a jolt of 2.3 milliamperes;
the men, 4 milliamperes. It hurt, too. Many said they’d pay
money to avoid another shock. Yet here’s what’s batshit crazy:
When left alone with their thoughts, two-thirds of the men hurried the time along by shocking themselves at least once more.
One guy shocked himself 190 times. The researchers dubbed
him an “outlier” and scrubbed his data from their analysis.
But I can relate to that guy. I’m as guilty as anyone of distracting
my brain, though I usually do it with mindless Web use. Immediately after logging off at the end of a workday, I’ll check my
email on my phone. Having drinks with a pal, I’ll jump on Instagram when he takes a piss or as soon as he mentions his boring
new CrossFit addiction. And count me among the 53 percent of
mobile users who, in a survey by AT&T and the Center for Internet Technology and Addiction, claim to feel actual discomfort
when they lose cell service or forget their phones.
The same survey revealed that more than 60 percent of us
sleep with our devices within arm’s reach. I’m that guy too: I
can swipe through my lock screen without even opening my
eyes in the morning. Often the first thing I see—before the soft
light coming in through my window, or my fiancée lying next
to me—is my phone’s LED-backlit home screen.
Clearly I have a problem. Chances are, so do you.

And with what benefit? In a University of Michigan study,
going on Facebook—unlike real human interaction—was followed
by a 13 percent jump in worry and 22 percent spike in loneliness,
both of which are potent stress reactions in their own right.
So let’s get this straight: Rather than making us feel as if
we’re part of a bigger, stronger tribe, so-called social media is
making us feel nervous and isolated? And where do we go for
a quick hit of social connection? Back online, of course. The
Internet is like a drug, and I’m starting to think of the Adirondacks’ 6 million acres as my rehab.
On this front, researchers agree: Time spent by yourself has
the power to heal. “Solitude is like sunlight,” says Robert Coplan,
Ph.D., editor of last year’s The Handbook of Solitude, a collection
of essays from 60 academic researchers. “A little bit is good for
everybody. Even raging extroverts can probably benefit from
time alone.” Science tells me that, with some time alone in the
woods, I might begin to retrain my brain to function without
a screen in front of my face, to learn to appreciate all the individual moments that make up my life. “Solitude is not like
isolation—you’re not disconnecting yourself from the world,”
says Paul Salmon, Ph.D., an associate professor of psychology
at the University of Louisville. “You’re taking time off so you
can reconnect in a stronger way.”
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found meaning. I imagined Mr. 1986 stretched out by a river
somewhere now, surrounded by his grandkids, and happy he’d
taken time to learn the big lessons while he was young. He was
probably wearing Risky Business sunglasses and listening to
Depeche Mode. What he wasn’t doing was checking Facebook
or messaging his professional contacts on LinkedIn. He wasn’t
tweeting or Snapchatting or arguing the merits of ripstop nylon
in some Reddit thread dedicated to lightweight backpacking.
His personal life was so rich and full, so present with him, that
he simply didn’t need the digital supplements.
Me? I missed my phone. Had I known how unconnected the
Adirondacks were, I might have chosen a Wi-Fi-enabled wilderness. But going sans service was for the best: In modern
life, your phone’s digital tether to the Internet makes certain
that you’re never fully present. Earlier this year, researchers
at Florida State University found that cellphone alerts—minor
pings and buzzes—sap your concentration whether or not you
actually look at the screen. You might as well have stopped
what you were doing to reply. Even when you’re here—buhbing!—suddenly you’re not. But if you split your mind between
the digital and the physical world, you’re shutting down a part
of your brain that’s responsible for a healthy outlook on life.
“There are certain brain regions that activate during periods
of rest, and they deactivate when you’re responding to external stimuli,” says Jessica Andrews-Hanna, Ph.D., a research
scientist at the University of Colorado’s Institute of Cognitive
Science. These regions—peppered primarily throughout your
anterior and posterior cingulate cortex, hippocampus, and
medial temporal lobe—make up your “default network,” and
they’re essential to your ability to make sense of your past,
plan your future, and dissociate yourself from the frequently
troubling external world.
Sitting alone in my lean-to, I start thinking about my brain. I
listen closely, hoping to hear old parts firing back up after years
of neglect. But nope. Just crickets.
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YOU’R E NOT ISOLATING.
YOU’R E TAKING TIME
OFF TO RECONNECT IN
A STRONGER WAY.”

O

HACK

YOUR

STRESS

ONE OF THE BIGGEST BREAKTHROUGHS IN DEFAULT-NETWORK

studies came 10 years ago, when a couple of MIT scientists
wired rat brains to see what was going on when the rodents
unexpectedly took a break from the hunt for cheese in a maze.
Were their little Templeton brains flatlining as they paused to
groom themselves or stare off at a wall? Hardly. They were rapidly replaying the maze in reverse. Signals in the hippocampus
that fired during the hunt for rat chow were now firing many
times more—only backward. The little buggers were retaining what they’d just seen, to aid in future cheese prospecting.
This likely parallels something that happens in the human
brain, and especially in the default network.
“The consensus is that these brief periods of rest are similar to sleep, in that they’re important for learning and memory
and restoring our brain,” says Andrews-Hanna. When we’re not
busy reacting to emails and fast-food signs and morning talkshow hosts, our brain has time to understand recent events and
form theories about how they might affect the future. Far from
being a waste of time—or a reason to mash the electroshock button 190 times—doing nothing and spending time alone is how
you determine whether you’re happy with your life’s recent
turns. It allows you to figure out whether you’re chasing your
dreams or someone else’s, to separate your essential self from
your career, your mortgage, your intrusive smartphone, and
all the other things that stress you out.
In these silent woods, I conjured the image of Brad Pitt as
the nihilist prophet Tyler Durden in Fight Club. As a role model,
Durden was questionable. But his message was on point: “You’re
not the car you drive. You’re not the contents of your wallet.
You’re not your fucking khakis.” Had smartphones been available in his dystopia, he would have included them too. Understand the Durden principle, my newly empty mind tells me,
and you’ll feel a lot less pressure to get it all right all the time.
SOLITUDE ISN’T SOMETHING YOU DO FOR JUST FOUR NIGHTS,

once a year. If you care about your mind, it’s something you
work toward with daily practice. “I ask people how long it’s
taken them to get into physical shape,” says Salmon. “They
say a couple of years. I tell them to apply that same thinking
to their mental health.”
If singing “Kumbaya” at the campfire by yourself doesn’t
sound like a great time, well, you’re not alone. But if you can grow
more comfortable with solitude, then you’ll develop a sharper
sense of purpose and a heightened sense CONTINUED ON P. 126

TA K E A B R E A K F O R
P R I VAT E B R O W SIN G

A group of guys
took a verbal math
test in front of
researchers at
Carnegie Mellon
after looking
at pictures of
either partially
nude couples
gettin’ it on or
boring, clothed
couples. Those in
the (lucky) softcore group gave
50 percent more
correct answers
and had a lower
cortisol response.

KEEP REA DIN G
THIS MAGAZINE

Good news: You’re
becoming healthier
right now! “When
you’re absorbed in
reading a book or
a magazine, that
can lead to lower
blood pressure,”
explains Matthew
Zawadzki, Ph.D.,
a professor of
health psychology
at UC Merced.
“That and exercise
are probably two
of the strongest
things you can do
to de-stress.”
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